ABSTRACT. This paper completes the analysis begun in [2] concerning the existence of traveling wave solutions of a system of the form U( = uxx +VF(u), u 6 R2. In [2] a notion of winding number for solutions was denned, and the proof that there exists a traveling wave solution with a prescribed winding number was reduced to a purely algebraic problem. In this paper the algebraic problem is solved.
Introduction.
A. Statement of the problem. This paper completes a study which we began in two previous papers [1, 2] .
We consider the reaction-diffusion system (1A.1) Uyt = Uyxx + fy(uy,U2), U2t = U2xx + f2 (uy,U2) where uy and u2 are functions of (x, t) eRx R+. We assume that fy and f2 are derived from some potential. That is, there exists a function F G G2(R2) such that dF (1A. 2) ft(uy,U2) = --(uy,U2), 1 = 1,2, dm for each uy,u2 G R. By a traveling wave solution of (1A.1) we mean a nonconstant, bounded solution of the form (uy(x,t),U2(x,t)) = (Uy(Z),U2(z)), 2 = X + 9t.
A traveling wave solution corresponds to a solution which appears to be traveling with constant shape and velocity. We wish to assume that F looks something like what is shown in Figure 1 . Precise assumptions on F will be given shortly. For now we assume that F has at least three local maxima. These are at (Uy,U2) = A, B and G where F(A) < F(B) < F(C). We will be interested in traveling wave solutions which satisfy (1A. 3) lim (Uy(z),U2(z)) = A and lim (Uy(z),U2(z)) = B.
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Motivation for studying this problem is given in [2, §1E] . Note that if (Uy(z),U2(z)) is a traveling wave solution and (Vy(z),V2(z)) = (f/1(2),(7^(2)), then (Uy(z),Vy(z),U2(z),V2(z)) satisfies the system (1A4) U[=Vy, Vl = 9Vy-FVl(Uy,U2), ' U'2 = V2, V2' = 9V2-FU2(Uy,U2).
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Figure l In [1] it is proved that under certain assumptions on F, which are given shortly, there exists infinitely many traveling wave solutions of (1A.1) which satisfy (1A.3). That is, there exists infinitely many values of 9 for which a solution of (1A.1), (1A.3) exists. We now wish to characterize the solutions (1A.4), (1A.5) by their nodal properties. We shall define a notion of winding number and prove that for each nonnegative integer K, there exists a solution of (1A.4), (1A.5) with winding number K. The proof of this result is split into two parts. In [2] we reduced the problem of finding a traveling wave solution with a prescribed winding number to a purely algebraic problem. We shall describe this algebraic problem shortly. In this paper we solve the algebraic problem.
B. Assumptions on F. The assumptions we make on F are those made in [1] .
These are (Fl) FgG2(R2).
(F2) F has at least three nondegenerate local maxima. These are at U = A = (Ay,A2), B = (By,B2), and G = (Gi,G2). F has at least two saddles. These are at D = (Dy,D2) and E= (Ey,E2). (F3) F(A) < F(B) < F(C) and By < Dy < Ay < Ey < Cy. Moreover, there
exists an ao such that if a is any critical point of F with a £ {A, B,C}, then F(a) < F(A) -ao-For convenience, we assume that A = (0,0) and F(A) = 0.
(F4) There exists W such that if K < W, then {U: F(U) > K} is convex.
(F5) If Uy = Dy or Ey, then dF(Uy,U2)/dUy = 0 for all U2 G R. (F6) Let U = (Uy,U2), V = (Vy,V2), and Ny = {U:F(U)>W}, Xy = {UeNy,Uy<Dy}, ( ■> X2 = {UeNy,Dy<Uy<Ey}, X3 = {U G Ny : Ey < Uy}.
Suppose that (U(z), V(z)) is a bounded solution of (1A.4) with 9 = 0 which satisfies, for i = 1,2, or 3, (a) U(z) G Xi for all z G R, Then Pd and Pe are two-dimensional subsets of the four-dimensional phase space. We wish to count the number of times solutions of (1A.4), (1A.5) wind around Pd and Pe-Perhaps the most important property of Pd and Pe is PROPOSITION lC.l. Pd and Pe are invariant with respect to the flow given by (1A.4). That is, if (Uy(z0),U2(z0),Vy(zo),V2(zo)) G PD (Pe) for some z0, then (Uy(z),U2(z),Vy(z),V2(z)) G PD (PE) for all 2 G R.
PROOF. From (1A.4) and (F5) we conclude that on PD and PE, U[ = Vy = 0 and V[ = 9Vy -Fu, (Uy,U2) = 0. These two equalities prove the proposition.
An immediate consequence of this last result is COROLLARY 1C2. If(U(z),V(z)) is a solution of (1A.4), (1A.5) then (U(z),V(z))£PdUPe for all z.
It now makes sense to count the number of times a solution of (1A.4), (1A.5) winds around Pd and Pe-This is done as follows. Let QD = {(U,V): Uy=Dy,Vy <0andUeNy}, Qe = {(U,V): Uy =Ey,Vy > 0 and U G Ny}. DEFINITION . Suppose that (U(z), V(z)) is a solution of (1A.4), (1A.5). The winding number of U is defined as (1C .1) h(U) = card{z: (U(z),V(z)) eQDUQE}.
By card X we mean the cardinality of the set X. Remarks concerning this definition are given in [1] . D. The main result. Our main result is THEOREM 1. Let K be any positive integer. Then there exists a traveling wave solution U(z) of (1A.1), (1A.3) such that either h(U) = K or h(U) = K+l.
As we mentioned earlier this theorem is proved in two parts. In [2] we reduced the proof to a purely algebraic problem. In this paper we solve the algebraic problem, thus completing the proof of the theorem. REMARK 1. The fact that we have either h(U) = K or h(U) = K + 1 may be disturbing because we would expect there to exist a traveling solution such that h(U) = K. The reason that we obtain the weaker result is that we are counting the number of times a solution winds around two objects, namely Pd and Pe-REMARK 2. We actually prove that for each positive integer K there exists at least two traveling wave solutions, each with winding number K or K + l. The reason why this is true is explained in [2] . E. The algebraic problem. We now state the algebraic problem which we have (in [2] ) reduced the proof of the theorem to.
Let F4 be the set of words on the four elements {a, /?, 7,8}. That is, if T e F4, then we can express T as (1E.1) r = A^A^---A^K where, for each i, Xi G {a, (3, X, 8} and e, G {-1,1}.
For r G F4, let T* equal the subset of F4 of all elements which upon cancellations equal T. For example if T = a/3, then a2/?/3_1a_1/3 G T*.
If T G F4 is given by (1E.1), let
In [2] we used the notation |r| instead of hy (V). To state the algebraic problem we must define another integer, ||r||, for T G F4. We are not able to define this now, because it is necessary to develop quite a bit of the algebraic theory first. For now we assume that ||r|| is well defined. It will be defined later.
We will now state the algebraic problem.
PROPOSITION 1E.1. Let {Tk}, k = 1,2,..., be an infinite sequence of elements of F4 which satisfy:
(a)Ty=/31-1, (b) for each positive integer K there exists M such that (1E.4) ifk>M, then \\Tk\\ > K, (c) for each k there exists TA, Tb G F4 and an integer r such that TATB G T*k and TA(ar3^-16-1)rrB G T*k+1.
Let hk = uj(Ta). Then for each positive integer K there exists k such that either hk = K or hk = K + 1.
F. Radial solutions of an elliptic system. In a forthcoming paper [3] we consider radial solutions of the elliptic system flF1x Aui+/i(ui,u2) = 0, Au2 + f2(uy,u2) =0, where uy and u2 are functions of x G R", n > 1, and A is the usual Laplace operator. As in this paper we assume that (fy(U), f2(U)) satisfies (1A.2) for each (uy,u2) e R2. By a radial solution of (1F.1) we mean a solution of the form (uy(x),u2(x)) = (Uy(r),U2(r)), r = ||x||. Moreover, we assume that a radial solution satisfies limr_00 ([/i(r) , U2(r)) = (0,0).
In a manner similar to what was done in this paper, we define a notion of winding number for solutions of (1F.1). We can then prove THEOREM 2. Assume that n > 1, and (fy,f2) satisfies (1A.2) where F(U)
Moreover, assume that A = (0,0). Then for each positive integer K there exists a radial solution of (1F.1) with winding number K or K + 1.
The proof of this theorem consists of two parts. We shall first reduce the proof of Theorem 2 to the algebraic problem, Proposition 1E.1, of this paper. Hence, the proof of Proposition 1E.1, given here, will imply the validity of Theorem 2.
G. A preliminary result. Suppose that {Tk} satisfies (a), (b), and (c) of Proposition 1E.1, and let hk = uj(T*a) be as in Proposition 1E.1. In this section we prove PROPOSITION 1G. 1. Let k be a positive integer. Then there exists TA, Tb, 77 G F4 and an integer r such that (yr ,-, (a) Tk = r^rB,
Moreover, hk = cu(TAH).
REMARK. This proposition relates Tk and r£+1, while Proposition 1E.1 relates r*andr£+1. Let 77 equal the maximal element of F4 so that we can write TA = TAH and tB = 77_1rB for some rA,rB G F4. Then TATB G T*k. Since there are no cancellations in TaTb we have that Tk = TaTb-Moreover,
This is what we wished to prove. H. Remarks concerning the proof. The major difficulty in the proof of Theorem 1 is that the formulas given in (1G.1) are quite complicated and difficult to work with. For one thing, 77 can be an arbitrary element of F4. Moreover, these formulas tell us how to compute r£+1, not Tk, from Tk-To obtain Tk+y we must make cancellations.
After each cancellation, information is lost, unless we are careful to do quite a bit of bookkeeping. To each Tk we assign an algebraic structure, which we call an A* -decomposition. This will allow us to keep track of the essential information abut the IVs as we increase k and then make cancellations. Of course, some information about the T^'s will be important, while other information will just get in the way. In (lG.lb), the term (a(3~j-18~1)r will be very important, while the terms 77 and 77_1 will be troublesome. The ^"-decomposition will be defined in such a way as to keep track of just the useful information. 
REMARK. It is possible that G = 77 = $.
For 77 G Yr, g G G we write
If ( Finally, let I be the identity element in F4. DEFINITION 2.2. Let (Z,G,H,<&) be an ^-decomposition of T. We say that (Z, G, 77, $) is an ^"-decomposition if ip(Zi) = I for each equivalence class Zi.
In the next section we prove that for each k, there exists an ^"-decomposition of Tk, where the Tk are as in Proposition 1E.1. We must first introduce some more notation.
Let T be as in (2.1) and let (Z, G, H, $) be an ^-decomposition of T. Let (a) |r| -K, and
That is, |r| is the number of elements in T. If Zq = {8y, 82,..., 8j}, let (2-6) r0 = A£-A?/.
Finally, let (2-7) ||r|| = hy(T0),
where hy(T) was defined in (1E.3).
We have now defined ||r|| which is needed in the statement of Proposition 1E.1. In the next section we shall prove that for each fc, there exists an ^"-decomposition ofT.
REMARK. Each T may have more than one A*-decomposition. Then ||r|| will depend on the particular ^"-decomposition.
We assume that ||r|| is defined relative to the specific ^"-decomposition explicitly constructed in the next section of this paper.
3. An ^"-decomposition of Tk. Let {P*,} be as in Proposition 1E.1. In this section we prove PROPOSITION 3.1. For each fc there exists an A*-decomposition ofTk.
The ^"-decomposition of Tk will be denoted by (Zk,Gk,Hk,$k).
We also set Yk = Yrk. The ^"-decompositions are defined inductively. Recall that Ti = /?7_1.
Hence, Y1 = {1,2}. Let Zy = {1,2}, Gy = 0, and 77i = 0. Since Gy = 0, it is not necessary to define $1. One easily checks that this defines an A*-decomposition of Suppose that there exists an ^"-decomposition, (Ak-y,Gk-y,Hk-y,$k-y), of Tk-y-We wish to define an .A*-decomposition of TkRecall the basic formulas derived in Proposition 1G.1. There exists TA, Tb, Bf G F4 and an integer r such that (3.1a) Tk-y = TATB and (3.ib) r'fc = TAH(a01-1s-1)rH-1TB g T*k.
The primary difficulty with this formula is that it is for T'k and not Tk-That is, there may be cancellations. We first define an ^"-decomposition for T'k, and then show how to handle each cancellation. The A*-decomposition for T'k will be denoted by {Z',G',H',^'}. Let The idea behind what we just did is that the integers corresponding to elements of TA and TB inherit their status, that is whether they belong to Z', G', or 77' from their status in (Zk-y,Gk-y,Hk-y,$k-y).
The integers corresponding to elements in H, (a/?7~1<5~1)r, and 77_1 become elements of G', Z', and 77', respectively.
To prove that (Z1, G', 77', <!>') is an ^-decomposition of T'k we must show that the conditions of Definition 2.1 are satisfied. Certainly (a) and (b) of Definition 2.1 are satisfied. In words, the reason that (c) is satisfied is because if one considers (3.1), then the integers in Y' corresponding to elements in TA and TB inherit their "status" from (Zk-y,Gk-y,Hk-y,$k-i) which is assumed to be an ^-decomposition. Moreover, $' preserves the natural one-to-one correspondence between the integers in y corresponding to 77 and the integers in Y' corresponding to elements in 77_1. Instead of writing down a detailed proof, which would involve even more notation, we present some examples which will illustrate that the above construction is a natural one.
Suppose that 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 (3. 3) T = a p a 7 j8 7-1 7"1 P a a 8~l a"1 7-1 .T1 /T1 8'1 " I_1 I_I Then |yr| = 16. Let Z = {1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14 ,16}, G = {2,4,9}, and 77 = {7,12,15}.
Define $ by $(2) = 15, $(4) = 7, and $(9) = 12.
One easily checks that {Z, G, 77, $} is an ^-decomposition of T. Let Z1 = {1,16}, Z2 = {3,8,13,14}, Z3 = {5,6}, and Z4 = {10,11}.
Then {Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4} gives the partition of Z. Moreover, iP(Z1) = aa-1 = I, i>(Z2) = abb-la-l = l, rP(Z3) = bb'1 = I, ii)(ZA) = aa'1 = I.
Since rp(Z3) = I for each j, {Z,G,77, $} defines an ^"-decomposition of T. We now give an example to illustrate how the ^"-decomposition changes as we go from Tk-y to T'k. Suppose that 12 3 4 5 6
Tk-y=p a p 7"1 a'1 /T1 I_I Then |yfc_i| =6. Let
Zk.y = {1,3,4,6}, Gfc_! = {2}, Hk-y = {o} and $(2) = 5.
One easily verifies that this defines an A*-decomposition of T^-i. Let
TA=paP, TB = l~1a-1p-1, 77 = a/3, and r =-1. 
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The lower integers in (3.4) indicate the integer in Yk which the element in T'k corresponds to. The upper integers indicate the integer in Yjfc_i which the particular element belongs to. An A*-decomposition of T'k is Zl = {1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 ,12,14}, G1-{2,4,5}, 771 = {10,11,13}, $(2) = 13, $(4) = 11, $(5) = 10.
We now return to the general situation. We claim that the ^-decomposition of T'fc is actually an ^'-decomposition.
Because Tk-y is an yl*-decomposition and ■tp((aP'~j-16-1)r) = I, this is obvious.
This takes care of T'k. We must now discuss what happens when there are cancellations. Note that P* is obtained from T'k after a finite number of cancellations. We show that everything is fine after one cancellation. To obtain the desired result we just repeat the same argument a finite number of times.
Assume that T is given by T = x\ixe23-xy and, for some j < J, Xj = Xj+1 and ej = -e]+l. That is, Ay" cancels with Xe-3^y in
Hence, T' is T after the cancellation. Define c: Yr' -► Yr by <35> rt0"{! + , if^i^-2.
Then Vi = \(i) and fi = ecii).
Let {Z, G, 77, $} be an /^-decomposition of T. We prove that there is a "natural" A*-decomposition of T' which we will denote by {Z',G',H',$'}.
There are a number of cases to consider. We present, in detail, only a few of them.
(I) Suppose that j e Z and j + 1 G Z. Forl<i<K-2, let r z>, (z, (II) Suppose that j e Z and j + 1 € G.
We define {Z', G', Bf', $'} almost as before. The difference is that now $(j + 1) has lost its "partner", j + 1, due to cancellation. Hence, after renumbering, we assign $(j + 1) to belong to Z'. Here are some of the details. Assume that the partition of Z is given by (3.7). For convenience we assume that j e Z1. In Case I, the partition of Z' was easily obtained from the partition of Z. Now we must be more careful.
Recall the notation introduced in (2.2). Let M = {z e Z: 2 C j + 1, and z of. g if g G G and g C j + 1}.
We consider two cases; these are if M = 0 or M ^ 0. First assume that M = 0.
Suppose that for 1 < i < J, Of course, Z1 = ZaZb-Suppose that ZA = {zy,..., zr}. Note that zj = j. Let Z'A = {zy,...,Z,-yMJ + T)}.
Using (3.11) we find that
where Z'A and ZB are defined as in (3.9b). For 2 < i < J, let Zl be defined as in (3.9) . The partition of Z' is then
As in (3.9c) we have that if 3 < i < J, iP(Zi) = iP(Zl) = I.
Moreover, using (3.11),
Hence {Z',G',H',$'} is an ^"-decomposition.
There are still four more cases to consider for the proof of Proposition 3.1. These are (ill) j e z, j +1 e 77, (IV) jeG,j + ieZ, (\)jeH,j + ieZ, (VI) j g G, j +1 e 77.
Since the analysis for each of these cases is not much different from case II, we only state the definition of {Z',G', 77', $'} in each case.
For case III, let fc = $_1(i + 1)-Let c be the map defined in (3.5). For 1 < i < k -2, c(i) 7^ fc, assume that (3.8) holds. If c (i) = fc, assume that i G Z'. To define $, let g G G'. Then let (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) fc'fo) = c(<P(g)).
Next consider case IV. For 1 < i < k -2, c(i) ^ $(_?') assume that (3.8) holds.
If c(i) = $(j), assume that i G Z'. Define $' by (3.13).
Next consider case V. Let fc = ^~1(j). For 1 < i < k -2, c(i) ^ fc, assume that (3.8) holds. If c(i) = fc, assume that i G Z'. Define $' by (3.13).
Finally, consider case VI. We must then have $(j) = j+1. The /^-decomposition is given by (3.8) and (3.13).
4. A preliminary result. We begin with some definitions. For each fc, let {Zk, Gk, Hk, $fc} be the ^"-decomposition of IV For 77 G Tk, let Gn be as defined following (2.2) . If Gr, ^ 0, let REMARK. This proposition implies the proof of Proposition 1E.1 because (a) is not satisfied for all Tk-We have not yet verified, however, (b) of Proposition 1E.1. This will be done in the next section.
PROOF. From Proposition 1G.1 we may choose TA, TB, 77 G F4 and r such that (a) Tk-y -TaTb, (4.2) (b) r; = r^77(ai97-1«5-1)r/7-1rBGr^, (c) ^ = 0,(1^77).
The main difficulty is that there may be cancellations in T'k. We may assume that no part of TA cancels with a part of 77, and no part of 77_1 cancels with a part of Because oj(XyX2) = w(Xy) + w(X2) = 0, we conclude that (4.5b) hk = uj(TAHyX2).
A similar analysis holds if part of X cancels with part of 77~x. Hence we conclude that there exists r^, 77, Xy, X2, TB G F4 and an integer r such that (a) r'fc = r^77X2z177-1rBGr^, (4-6) (b) hk = u(TAHX2), (c) X = XyX2 = (ap1-16-1Y, and if 77 ^ 0, then no more cancellations take place.
Let NA = \TA\, NB = \TB\, NB = |77|, and ri = 4|r|, where |r| was defined in (2.5a). Suppose that 1 < y < \T'k\. We say that f rA, ( PROOF. We consider a number of cases, which we present in outline form. Let Vi=NA+NH + i for i = 0,1,2,3....
(A) Assume that oj(y0) < K + 1.
(i) Assume that eyi > 0.
(a) Assume that XVl = a. Then Xy = aP^~18~1..., and u>(yo) = hk. Since u(yo) < K + l, and hk ^ K or K + 1, we conclude that oj(yo) < K -l. From (4.7) we conclude that to(y) < w(t/o) + 2 < K + 1 for y e X.
The case Xyi = 8 is similar to this one so we do not include the proof.
(b) Assume that Xyi = /?. Then X2Xy = p^~18~1a..., and hk = oj(y3) = w(2/o)-l < K. Therefore, hk < K-l and u(y0) < hk+l < K. Since hy(X2Xy) = 1, we have that w(y) < K + 1 for y e X.
The case Xyi = 7 is similar.
(ii) Assume that eVl < 0.
(a) Assume that A^, = 7-1. Then X2Xy = r)~18~1aP..., and hy(X2Xy) = 0.
Hence, if w(yo) < K + 1 we must have uj(y) < K + 1 for y G X. The case A^j = /?_1 is similar. (b) Assume that Ayi = 6~l. Then X2Xy = 8~lap^~1..., and hk = w(?/0) -1 < K. Hence, hk < K -1, which implies that u>(yo) < K. Since fti(X2Xi) = 1, this implies the desired result.
The case Aj^ = a-1 is similar to this one. (B) We do not work out the case w(t/0) > K + l, since the proof is similar to the one just given. PROOF. The proof of this lemma is very similar to the proof of the preceding lemma so we do not give the details.
We now return to the proof of Proposition 4.1. Assume that T'k, hk, and X are as in (4.6). The proof is split into a number of cases. We assume throughout that hk / K or K + 1. Next assume that X <£. Z%. Then ||rfc|| = ||rfc_i|| < K+l, and the result follows from Lemma 4.3.
(Ill) Assume that 77 = 0 and there are cancellations. We show that everything is fine after one cancellation. Since there are a finite number of cancellations, this will imply the desired result. Now T'k = TAX2XyTB-Assume that X2Xy = XaXbXc where Xa and Xc have already cancelled. That is ta = t'ax~1 and rB = x-1r'B.
Then (4.8)
T'k = T'AXbT'B.
We assume that T'k, as given in (4.8), has the desired properties; that is, it satisfies (a) and (b) of Proposition 4.1. We show that nothing goes wrong if there is one more cancellation. For now we assume that Xb ^ 0-There are many subcases to consider. We only give a detailed proof for a few of them.
(A) Suppose that T'A = T'AXe and Xb = X~eXl. Then T'k = T'AX{,TB. Finally, we must consider the case Xb = 0-Once again we do not give a detailed proof because the details are similar to the proofs given.
Completion.
In this section we prove (lE.4b); that is, PROPOSITION 5.1. For each positive integer K there exists M such that if k> M, then \[Tk[\ > K.
As we pointed out in the remark following Proposition 4.1, this will complete the proof of the theorem.
In order to prove Proposition 5.1 we must recall where all of the algebraic objects came from. Hence, we must recall the notation and results in [1 and 2] . Because it would be very tedious to describe all of this material here, we assume that the reader is familiar with the notation and results in [1 and 2] .
Recall Proposition 2.5 of [2] . This result states PROPOSITION 5.2. Given K there exists 9K such that ifO<9<9K,0<<p< 2tt, d = (>p,9), and U(d)(z) = B for some z, then h(d) > K.
This will be the key ingredient in the proof of Proposition 5.1. We must now introduce quite a bit of notation. We let A, B, C, Xy, X2, X3, W, V, Ny, N, and S be as in [2] . Recall that We note that elements of S arise quite naturally in the situations we are studying.
If we let g G Q be as in [2] , then g: I -> Y, which is also defined in [2] . For each s e I, g(s) corresponds to a trajectory i(s)(z) which lies in the unstable manifold of (A, 0). Moreover, 7(s)(2) leaves Af through <f. Hence, we may reparametrize 7(s) (2) , to say ^(s)(t), such that 0 < t < 1, 7(s)(0) = (A,0), l(s)(t) G N for 0 < t < 1, and 7(s)(l) G 8. Certainly, we may change the reparametrization to depend continuously on s. Hence, &(s,t) = 7(s)(£) is in 5. Now if $ G S, then $(l,t), t G [0,1], defines a curve in f. As in [2] , we can assign to $(l,t) two algebraic objects, T($) and T*($). (We always assume that a (7-partition of $ is given.) These are elements of F4, the free group on the four elements {a,P, 7,8}.
For each t G [0,1], the curve $(s, t), 0 < s < 1, winds around the sets PD and Pe which were defined in §1C of this paper. As in that section we can define the winding number of that curve. We denote this winding number by h(t). Let F2 be the set of words on the two elements a, b. Let tp be the homomorphism from F4 onto F2 generated by (5.2) ip(a) = ijj(8) = a and xp(P) = ^(7) = d.
Let I be the identity element in F2.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose that TA, TB and Z are elements of F4 such that rjj(Z) = I. IfTAZTB e Fi, then TATB G F'4.
In order to prove this result we must introduce some notation and present some preliminary lemmas.
DEFINITION. Say that 7: 7 -> N is an element of H if 7 is continuously differentiable, 7(0) = (A, 0), and 7(1) G £.
If 7 G )i, then 7(s) winds around Pd and PE. We now show that 7 generates an element of F2, the fundamental group of N. We denote the element by #(7), and define 0 (7) That is, no cancellations take place in 9*(Af(d)).
Note that if $ G 5 then for each t, 0 < t < 1, $(-,<) G M. Because of Corollary 5.5 we add the following condition to elements of S:
(5.1g) If $GS, then 9*($(-,t)) = 9($(-,t)) ior ea.ch t e I.
We also assume that each 7 G M satisfies (5.3) 9*(i) = 0(l)-Because # (7) PROOF. Note that as t G [0,1] changes, then the curve <b(l,t) G <f changes, and the one parameter family of curves $(•, t) changes. Hence, A($)(t) and 9($)(t) change. We must show that they change according to the relation (5.4). Note that (5.4) certainly holds when tQ = 0. In fact, V(A($))(0) = 0($(-,O)) = I, the identity element of F2. This is because of (5.1e). Let us now consider for which values of to it is possible for A(<J>)(tn) to change. From the definitions (see Table I The rules for how A($)(t) changes at to are given in Table I of [1] .
Let us now consider for which values of io it is possible for 0($(-, to)) to change. Clearly, 6(<fr(-,£n)) changes at those values of to at which the curves $(-,t) cross QD or QE. There is only one way, as we now show, for $(•, t) to cross QD or QE at t = to-This is if $(1, t0) G dN fl (QD U QE)-Certainly this is one possible way for $(•,<) to cross Qp and QE at t = to-Another possibility, which we now rule out, is for $(s,to) to be tangent to QD or QE for some s G (0,1). This is impossible, however, because of our assumption (5.1g). If $(s,t0) were tangent to Qp or QE for some s G (0,1) we would not have that 9*($(0,t0)) = 6($(0,t)).
We have now shown that ©($(•,£)) can only change at t = to if $(Mo) e dNn(QDUQE). However, 37V n (Q~D U Q+) = /+ U lp U I-U /+.
So we have that A($)(£) and ©($(-, t)) can only change at the same values of t. It remains to show that they change according to (5.4). This, however, follows from the definitions. (In fact, the definitions were chosen precisely so that (5.4) would be valid.)
We are now ready to complete the Proof of Proposition 5.3. Suppose that
where each At G {a,/?, 7,<5} and ei G {-1,1}. By assumption, TaZTb G F'4. Choose $ G S so that r*($) = TAZTB-Recall that to define r*($) we need to start with a ^-partition 77* = {rio,ny,...,r)r,}.
Here we are using the language and notation of [2] . Then for i = 1,... ,L, Xi = X(r)i) and e^ = e(77;). Fix ay G It is not hard to prove that T* (<!>') = TATB so we do not give the details. From now on we assume that the {7*,} are as in [2] . To each Ik we fix a gpartition 77* and let T'k = T*(Ik,r)*) where r*(7fc,77*) is as in [2] . Let Tk equal T'k with all possible cancellations. In [2] we proved that the {Tk} satisfy (a) and (c) of Proposition 1E.1. Of course, here we wish to prove that the {Tk} satisfy (b) of Proposition 1E.1. Note that, in this paper we have shown that for each fc, there exists an /T-decomposition {Zk,Gk,Hk,<bk} oiTk. Let Zq be as in (2.5b) . That is, Z0fc = {2 G Zk: Gz = 0}. Let T § be as in (2.6).
LEMMA 5.7. For each fc, T'k G F'4.
PROOF. Note that each Ik G Q. As we pointed out after the definition of S, each element of Q gives rise to an element of S. That is, we reparametrize each trajectory 7($(s))(2) to say i($(s))(t) so that 7($(s))(0) = 7($(s))(-co) = (A, 0) and 7($(s))(l) G £ for each s G [0, 1] . Let $(s,t) = q($(s))(t). From the definitions it is clear that T'k = T*(Ai(^(s))) once we choose the appropriate g-partition.
LEMMA 5.8. For each fc, rt6fj.
PROOF. Note that T^ is obtained from T'k by a finite number of cancellations. After each cancellation we apply Proposition 5.3 to conclude that the element of F4 obtained by the cancellation is still in Fly. Hence, Tq is obtained from Tk by removing, one at a time, the Z%. We apply Proposition 5.3 to conclude that each time we remove Zi, the resulting word is in Fi LEMMA 5.10. Assume that TATB G 7^ and TAgeZg~eTB G F4 where g G {a, P, 7,8}, e e {-1,1}, ip(Z) = I, and Z may be empty. Assume that for 2 G Z, cj(z) < K if and only if w(g) < K. Finally, assume that I"aPb has order K. Then TAgZg~1Ts has order K.
PROOF. Suppose, for the sake of a contradiction, that TAgZg_1Ts does not have order K. Then there exists $€ S such that T*($) = TAgZg~lTs, and if 3>(s, t) G {(U, V): U = B}, then h(t) > K. From $ we will construct a map $' G S such that T($') = TATB, and if $'(s,i) G {(U,V): U = B}, then h(t) > K. This will contradict the assumption that TaTb has order K. The construction of $' will be similar to the construction in the proof of Proposition 5.3.
Suppose that r.
-\ei . . . iej_1 ne -\ej 1 A -Ay /\j_! , g -Aj ,
-AJ+1 " ' AL-1 ' 9 -AL ' l B -AL+1 ' ' 'AN ■ Now, T*($) = TAgeZg~eTB-In order to define T*($) we must start with a gpartition 77* = {770,..., 77^}. For i = 1,..., N, Xt = X(r]i) and e^ = e^) where we are using the notation in [2] . Fix ay G {77j_i,77j} and cr2 G {r)L,r)L+i}-Then A(*)(<Ti) = rA and A($)(a2) = TAgeZg-e.
Because ip(Z) = I, we conclude that tf(A(#)(«ri)) = tf(A(*)fo)).
From Lemma 5.6 it follows that e(*(-,<ri)) = e(*(-,ffa)). By Lemma 5.9, there exists $ G S such that T*($) = Tq. Moreover, we may choose $ so that $(s0io) e {(U, V): U = B} for some (s0,io) and h(t0) > K. In order to complete the proof we must apply Proposition 2.6 of [2] .
To state this result we must present some notation. Note that 5>(l,i), 0 < t < 1, defines a curve in £. This curve generates the elements T*($) and T($). To define r*(3>) we must define a g-partition 77* = {"1, • • • ,Vl} (see [1] ). We then define, for each j, X(r)j) G {a, /?, 7,8} and e(r)j) G With Proposition 5.10 the proof of Proposition 5.1 now follows easily. We know that h(to) > K for some io-From (5.7) we conclude that if 77^ < io < Vj+i> tnen either Ay(r)j) > K or Ay(r)j+1) > K. However, ||rfc|| = /ii(rg)= sup Ay(rij)>max{Ay(rij),Ay(nj+y)}>K, l<i<L which completes the proof.
